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During the last year, we have seen a-remarkable development in 
the two-Reggeon cut problem in that the program suggested by Gribov, 

1) 
Pomeranchuk and Ter-Martirosyan has now been carried through and perhaps 
a little beyond. The program suggested by GPT is that the Reggeon cut 
structure, in particular, the unitarity-like form of the discontinuity equations 

2) 
in complex angular momentum obtained by perturbation theory can be expected 
to emerge from a "Reggeon field theory", similar to the Lippman-Schwinger 
equation in two-dimensional non-relativistic quantum mechanics in which the 
energy variable is replaced by the angular momentum of the Reggeon. This 
GPT program is advanced mainly by two inspiring pieces of work, one by 

3) 4) 
White and the other by Abarbanel 

3) 
White ' has carried out the GPT program directly from the unitarity 

relation in the t channel where the Reggeons are to be exchanged. Namely, 
the discontinuity across the two-Reggeon cut is approached by considering 
first the partial wave projections of the t channel discontinuity of the 
two-body amplitude Tp„ across the four-particle cut and then by analytically 
continuing the relation in the angular momentum plane to complex j by using 

5) 
his earlier results of the Proissart-Gribov continuation of the partial 
wave amplitudes to complex angular momentum and helicity. Finally, the 
formula is continued down to t <0 to obtain the cut contributions to the 
asymptotic behaviour in the physical s channel. In this way, he obtains a 
detailed structure for the two-Reggeon cut discontinuity in angular momentum. 

4) 
On the other hand, Abarbanel has shown that such S matrix-like 

equations can be derived from s channel unitarity by assuming that the 
production amplitudes T„ in the intermediate summation can be decomposed 
into a piece containing (s. .) *■$< with a factorizable Reggeon oi(t. .) 
for the dependence of the subenergy s.. and another piece of non-Regge 
behaviour in s... He proceeds from the unitarity relation with the notion 
of two-Reggeon irreducibility and then diagonalizes these equations by using 
S0(2,1) projections of the Reggeon amplitudes to show that the two-Reggeon 
cut discontinuity has the same form as that of GPT. 

Prom these two works, we can now say that the discontinuity formula 
at issue is entirely expressible through the S matrix without recourse to 
perturbation diagrams and the cut discontinuity expression in the angular 
momentum plane is consistent both with direct and cross-channel unitarity. 
However, on the closer examination, these two authors disagree on the sign of 
the cut discontinuity; while Abarbanel's cut has a positive discontinuity, 



White obtains a negative sign-in accordance with the majority opinion of the 
Regge''cut school. 

The -sign of the cut is not a new problem . But the persistence 
of-such different signs' from the two works has been indeed the source of 
" ■ 7) 
renewed interest in the' two-Reggeon cut problem. Chew ' points out that 
Abarbanel's'decomposition-of the discontinuity relation using the notion of 
■'two-Reggeon irreducibillty corresponds physically to the ordering of high-
energy events according to the number of "fireballs" in rapidity and the 
-resulting'integral equation has a kernel whose analyticity properties near 
the cut branch point is simple. He then argues for the positive sign by 
studying the relationship between the triple Pomeron coupling and the cut 
discon t inu i ty through the Pinkels te in-Kajant ie mechanism as o{ (o ) ->1 . 

9) 10)
 p 

On the other hand, Blankenbecler and more recently Neff argue that 
the unitarity correction to the multi-Regge exchange diagram to keep the 
complete amplitude within the unitarity bounds gives the dominant Regge 
cut contribution to the unitarity sum and in particular can change the sign 
of the cut. 

•'' In fact, the possibility of finding the cut through unitarity as' 
absorptive corrections to the production amplitudes T? , i.e., 

(1) 

11) 12) 
has been shown before by Caneschi and Dash, Pulco and Pignotti . The 

■ ■ '•'. ji 

work of Neff is essentially in the'Jsame spirit as that of these works. But he 
uses the concept of a rapidity space decomposition 'of T ? in the s channel 
guided by the two-component descriptions of'experiment, namely a combination 
of short range correlation and some small diiffractive mechanism. Such two-
comp.onent picture would then cause a part which lacks factorization and 
therefore has a1 non-scaling contribution. Essentially, the strength of this 
part is restricted by demanding the production amplitude T to be unitary. 
In other words, the two-component picture says that the production amplitude 

10 11 
can be written as T„ =T„ +T 2 where the superscripts denote the number of 
rapidity gaps in the initial and final states. These elements are then 
required to satisfy the unitarity relation 

ft - r £ J _ V "T*~ * ^ P k T t j < 
Of*- I ^ ^ ~ >6 / „ 1 ) i I j ^ (2) 
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where P . is the k gap projection of the i body phase space. In this 
-i -r \ -\r\ 

scheme, the original ABFST program ' would be when T is precisely multi-11 peripheral and T purely pole-behaved. However, m order to take unitarity 
10 11 into account for T and T , Neff uses the unitarization method of 

Baker and Blankenbecler . This method gives the solutions of (2) as 

rLi = HL] -t- T ^ I ' / W ' J r ^ j - ^ 0 (3) 
with 

M£J = ML* (/- i°M^y' (4) 

10 where M is the given "Born" term such as the multiperipheral chain and 
I . is a real analytic function of s having imaginary part ^ on the 
physical s cut. When (3) is inserted into (2), the dominant cut term in 
the absorptive part of T 0 0 comes from the terms like i(M*109°M )„ P M „ 
which gives a negative contribution for the Pomeron exchange as M 1 ' ? is 
then purely imaginary. Clearly the Abarbanel decomposition does not take 

10 11 into account the unitarity for T_ • and T„ and therefore it will be 
extremely interesting if some long range correlation can be incorporated 
into his decomposition without spoiling factorization property. What seems 
to be needed is to define the consistent mechanism to represent Reggeons m 
terms of the s channel structure. 

15) Recently, we have shown that the notion of the two-Reggeon 
irreducibillty can be very simply uiderstood from the non-forward inclusive 

1 6) type sum rule for the discontinuities for the reactions a-f b-> a' +b' 
and a + b + c -» a' +b' +c, 

where 

and 

Discs T2Z = fo-g$Ty D * v r , 3 

w l= (f*+?i + h?= (£> + &+kf 

l^tPfL/tfafzB-^ 

(5) 



If we assume the short range correlations only, then the twoReggeon reducible 
part comes only from the phase space boundary region which is' defined by 
1  £ < x <1 where x = 2pe ■• A/"s" and € is small and positive. The cut 
obtained from (5) has the form 

ct I (t) ~ ' 
where l(s,t) has the term having s

 a a dependence and N ^ oJhir* 
is the fixed pole residue in the t channel of T ? ? representing the process 
a
+ ^ b c

 > a
' + ^b'c at the point o / ^ , (t)  ^ ( t . , )  oc^, .(tg) + 1 = 0. The 

partial wave projection of (6) leads to the same form as the one obtained 
by Abarbanel 

where Z (t, t.., t „) = o (  A ( t , t 1 , t _ ) ) / /  A (t, 11 , t „) and g(i,t) denotes the 
remaining (moving pole) contributions of (6). The expression (7) should be 
compared with Eq. (33) of Ref. 4 ) , and shows a linear dependence O Q the fixed 
pole residue in the crossedchannel of Reggeonparticle scattering. One can 
similarly obtain the cut expressions of the discontinuities of the Reggeon
particle and ReggeonReggeon scattering amplitudes by calculating the con
tributions to (5) of the inclusive discontinuities for (Reggeon + b + c * 
» Reggeon + b + c) and (Reggeon 1 + Reggeon 2 + c>Reggeon 1 + Reggeon 2 + c) 
respectively near the respective phase space boundary regions. Then one 
obtains two more equations similar to (7), which together with (7), can be 
regarded as a coupled set of matrix elements of a formal operator equation 
as in Ref. 4 ) . The same conclusions as Ref. 4) can then be reached for the 
cut discontinuity, i.e., the cut discontinuity is positive and is depending 
on the product of two fixed pole residua. 

If the negative cut is indeed the right answer, one will have to 
relax the short range force dominance and modify the above analysis by 
including a low multiplicity diffractive production process that will contribute 
to the phase space boundary region. The presence of the latter type process 
would shadow the high multiplicity short range process and would amount to 
giving an s channel structure to the Reggeons. It will be extremely 
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interesting to study then if indeed the negative sign follows from the 
inclusive sum rule and to see to what extent the scaling and factorization 
properties are to be disturbed. 
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